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Abstract

In large deep neural networks that seem to per-

form surprisingly well on many tasks, we also

observe a few failures related to accuracy, so-

cial biases, and alignment with human values,

among others. Therefore, before deploying these

models, it is crucial to characterize this failure

landscape for engineers to debug and legislative

bodies to audit models. Nevertheless, it is infea-

sible to exhaustively test for all possible combi-

nations of factors that could lead to a model’s

failure. In this paper, we introduce a post-hoc

method that utilizes deep reinforcement learn-

ing to explore and construct the landscape of

failure modes in pre-trained discriminative and

generative models. With the aid of limited hu-

man feedback, we then demonstrate how to re-

structure the failure landscape to be more desir-

able by moving away from the discovered failure

modes. We empirically show the effectiveness of

the proposed method across common Computer

Vision, Natural Language Processing, and Vision-

Language tasks. Github: https://github.

com/somsagar07/FailureShiftRL

1. Introduction

No dataset or model, regardless of its size, can encompass

the full spectrum of real-world scenarios. Consequently,

they are expected to fail under certain conditions. However,

unlike in white-box modeling, where we construct models

from first principles by clearly defining assumptions, it is

impossible to know a priori which factors contribute to the

failures of deep learning models. These failures often only

become apparent after deployment, when the models are

exposed to diverse and unpredictable real-world data.
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To name a few examples of failures: incorrect detections

in the computer vision module of autonomous vehicles can

lead to fatal accidents (Madrigal, 2018), or commercial gen-

erative AI-based platforms that are susceptible to producing

stereotypical or racist outputs can create societal stigma and

perpetuate bias. The importance of identifying such failure

modes stems from two different aspects. First, engineers and

data scientists need to understand the numerous factors that

affect model performance to debug these models. Second,

policymakers, legislative bodies, and insurance companies

need an accessible method to audit the capabilities of these

models. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the main requirement for

both stakeholders is an efficient tool that can automatically

explore various areas of the failure landscape.

Although users of deep neural network-based systems fre-

quently encounter failures, as evidenced by daily social me-

dia posts, there have been relatively few attempts to develop

techniques for exploring the landscape of these failures.

This is primarily due to the exceedingly high number of

test cases, rendering classical search techniques impractical.

Models often fail due to a combination of several factors,

which may exist in either the continuous, discrete, or hybrid

domain. A model might fail in one case while performing

adequately in another seemingly similar case, emphasizing

the stochastic nature of the failure landscape and thus ex-

acerbating the difficulty of the problem. For instance, as

shown in the histogram of Fig. 1, changing the profession

in a text prompt result in bias.

To tackle these challenges, we need a method that can ex-

plore large spaces by taking many possible actions while

also taking into account the stochasticity of the system.

As a solution, we propose a deep Reinforcement Learning

(deep RL)-based method to post-hoc characterize the failure

landscape of large-scale pre-trained deep neural networks.

The deep RL-based algorithm iteratively interacts with the

environment (i.e., the model we want to audit) to learn a

stochastic policy that can find failures by satisfying criteria,

either implicit or explicit, provided by a human. We propose

various operating modes of the deep RL-based algorithm to

explore the failure landscape with different specificities as

engineers and legislative bodies have different needs.

Characterizing the failure landscape is not useful if it cannot
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Figure 1. There are three main steps in the proposed failure discovery and mitigation framework. 1. Discover: We propose a deep

RL-based method to explore the failure landscape with microscopic and macroscopic exploration strategies. It will discover regions where

the model works and fails, with varying levels of confidence. 2. Summarize: Results are qualitatively and quantitatively summarized for

the user to indicate preferences. 3. Restructure: Based on the user’s preferences from the previous stage, the model can be fine-tuned

to mitigate or shift away the failure modes to unlikely regions. The center image shows images generated by Stable Diffusion v1-4 for

the prompt Create an image of a distinctive <artist> analyzing data on a computer in a <research center>. A user selects the most

likely failure in terms of image quality from the summary report. The fine-tuned model, based on user preferences, has generated more

naturalistic images.

be used to improve the model. By taking a limited amount

of human feedback, we show how the harmful and frequent

failures can be mitigated, showing the effectiveness of our

failure detection and representation mechanisms. Our con-

tributions can be summarized as,

1. Proposing a set of deep RL-based algorithms tailored

to characterizing the failure landscape of large-scale

deep neural networks

2. We propose methods for the qualitative and quantita-

tive representation of the failure landscape and propose

mechanisms for humans to interact with the deep neu-

ral network to provide feedback

3. Demonstrating how the discovered failures can im-

prove the poorly performing regions of the failure land-

scape.

2. Characterizing the Failure Landscape

2.1. Defining Failures

Let us consider a deep neural network1 fθ, parameterized

by θ, produces an output y. Like any model, fθ operates

1A discriminative model f : X → Y is a mapping from the
space of inputs, x ∈ X , to the space of labels, y ∈ Y . Similarly,
the generator part of an generative model f : Z → X ′ is a
mapping from the space of learned latent variables, z ∈ Z, to
the space of generated data, y ∈ X ′. To keep the subsequent
discussion clearer, we have intentionally abused notation here by
reusing and overloading f and y in disciminative and generative
models. Therefore, intuitively, y is the output of the network
during inference.

only under certain conditions, although these conditions are

not evident for deep neural networks. Even if we can find

all the valid operating conditions, merely enumerating them

is not sufficient to address the model’s issues. Therefore,

our goal is to identify a set of specific operating conditions,

which we refer to as concepts C, under which the model fθ
is most likely to fail.

Definition 2.1 (Failure). Let m(.) be a scoring function that

evaluates an output of a neural network. The discrepancy

∆, under concepts C, is defined as the difference between

the score of the human-specified output m(yhuman) and the

score of the model’s output m(y). The model is considered

to have failed under C, if ∆(m(yhuman),m(y)|C) > ϵ, for

some non-negative ϵ.

Here, yhuman can be annotated ground truth labels or run-

time human evaluations (Christiano et al., 2017). Therefore,

yhuman indicates human’s expectation on what the output

should be. The discrepancy ∆ can simply be the mean-

squared error between the ground truth values and predic-

tions in regression, the cross-entropy between the ground

truth labels and the softmax probabilities in classification,

or a scoring scheme used in generative AI image evaluation.

For example, in the case of a text-conditioned image gen-

eration task, yhuman can be a combination of image quality,

gender bias, and art style, while C can be a combination of

profession-related terms and grammatical mistakes in the

text prompt. Certain combinations of C, results in larger

∆. Since discovering all inputs that lead to failures under

C is neither feasible nor useful, our objective is to craft
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an algorithm to efficiently modify these concepts for in-

puts in a fixed-size dataset to adequately explore the failure

landscape.

2.2. Discovering Failures

Our objective is to modify concepts C in such a way that

the model fails. To handle the stochasticity of the input-

output mapping and large continuous or discrete concept

set for large datasets, we frame this as a deep RL prob-

lem. We want to find a policy π that can alter the values of

these concepts by applying actions a on concepts C. For

instance, if C = {gender = {male, female}, profession =
{professor, musician, chef}}, actions for a prompt Gener-

ate a <gender><profession> under C, will consider differ-

ent combinations of C. An example of an action is Generate

a male chef.

To learn the policy that can suggest the best actions, we

consider a Markov Decision Process (MDP), defined by the

tuple (S,A, P,R, γ), for set of states (observation space)

S, set of actions (action space) A, a transition probabil-

ity function P : S × A × S → [0, 1], reward function

R : S ×A → R, and a discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1]. An agent

in state s ∈ S takes the action a ∈ A and transition to the

next state s′ ∈ S with transition probability P (s′|s, a). In

other words, the RL algorithm samples an image or a prompt

s from the dataset, change the value of the concept c accord-

ing to a, and obtain a new image or a prompt s′, altered

under c. By passing this new image or prompt through the

neural network, we collect a reward R(s′, a). To encourage

discovering failures, we define the reward function in such

a way that the higher the probability of failure, the higher

the R is.

Since the state and action spaces are large for the large-scale

neural networks we consider, techniques such as vanilla

Q learning (Sutton & Barto, 2018) are intractable. There-

fore, we resort to Deep Q networks (DQNs) (Mnih et al.,

2015). DQNs process some additional attractive properties

for characterizing the failure landscape: they can handle

continuous actions spaces, generalize to unseen images and

prompts, and remove correlation in sampling because of the

replay buffer. DQN aims to learn an optimal policy π∗ that

maximizes the expected cumulative reward,

Q∗(s, a) = Es′∼P (·|s,a)[R(s, a) + γmax
a′∈A

Q∗(s′, a′)]. (1)

We employ the DQN algorithm with a fully-connected neu-

ral network as the policy. Since we want the DQN to ini-

tially explore the full landscape but later focus more on

areas where failures are common, we set a learning rate

schedule that gradually drops the exploration parameters

from ϵi = 1.0 to ϵf = 0.6 over training episodes.

In order to explore the whole failure landscape with different

granularity, we propose two exploration strategies: macro-

scopic exploration and microscopic exploration (Fig. 1 and

Algorithm 1). The former takes sporadic actions to first

explore various areas of the landscape. Once an engineer

or an auditor decides an area for further inspection based

on the results of macroscopic exploration, the latter method

can be used to take incremental actions and explore a given

neighborhood.

Macroscopic Exploration: For macroscopic exploration,

we define the concept value set C to contain all possible

combinations of actions. This exploration is designed to

caste a wider net to explore various areas quickly and iden-

tify regions of the action space where the model fails. These

regions might be scattered across the space and not contigu-

ous with the model’s known operating region (i.e., the region

where there are no failures). We perform the following Q

value update for exploration,

Q′
s,a = Qs,a + α [rt+1 −Qs′,a′ ] . (2)

Microscopic Exploration: This approach utilizes a defined,

compact set of actions, where each action incrementally al-

ters the state of the system. By starting from a known state,

which could be either a well-performing or poorly perform-

ing combination of actions in the landscape, we apply small,

fixed-size changes to the concepts to gradually approach

areas where ∆ ≤ ϵ. This method is akin to zooming in on

specific parts of the concept space to uncover exact action

combinations or narrow regions where failures occur. The

incremental nature of these actions allows for a detailed

and methodical examination, enabling the identification of

subtle distinctions that contribute to model failure. The Q

values are updated as,

Q′
s,a = Qs,a + α[r + γmax

a′

Qs′,a′ −Qs,a]. (3)

As a special sub-case, when the initial state of microscopic

exploration is at the origin of the concept space, it is equiva-

lent to determining how much change should be made to an

input to alter its output.

To summarize failure discovery, by projecting a data space

problem into an actionable concept space exploration prob-

lem, we can explore the failure landscape efficiently. Further,

the actions we find are physically meaningful concepts, as

discussed in Section 4, the engineers can fix the issues and

auditing bodies can certify the models.

2.3. Machine Learning Models to Debug or Audit

We developed distinct RL environments based on the Ope-

nAI’s Gym library (Brockman et al., 2016), focusing on

image classification, text summarization, and text-to-image

generation tasks. Rewards for each generic task is human-

defined in this paper.
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo Code (Failure Landscape)

1: for each episode do

2: Initialize state s by random sampling from dataset

3: for each step in episode do

4: if exploration phase == “macroscopic” then

5: Select and execute a sporadic action

6: else if exploration phase == “microscopic” then

7: Select and execute action a incrementally

8: Observe reward r, next state s′, and done

9: if done then

10: Assign reward r based on exploration phase

11: Store transition (s, a, r, s′)
12: Update Q-network with sampled transitions

13: s = s′ // Move to the next state

14: Update exploration phase

15: end for

16: end for

2.3.1. ACCURACY IN IMAGE CLASSIFICATION

Problem Setup: We created an image classification envi-

ronment to learn the failure landscape in terms of accuracy.

Since we are measuring the discrepancy in terms of accu-

racy, relating to Definition 2.1, yhuman are annotated labels in

the dataset. We aim to characterize the failure landscape of

three pre-trained image classification models trained on Im-

ageNet: AlexNet (Krizhevsky, 2014), ResNet50 (He et al.,

2016), and EfficientNetV2 Large (Tan & Le, 2021). Each

image in the dataset was resized to 224×224 pixels, provid-

ing a consistent observation space.

RL Agent: Although our framework can work with both con-

tinuous and discrete action spaces, we use discrete actions

for demonstration purposes. For macroscopic exploration,

the action space is defined by a unique combination of three

image transformations: rotation, darkness, saturation, with

increments of 5o, 0.1, and 0.05, respectively. It results in

an action space of size 125. The environment responds

to an action by applying the corresponding transformation

to the current image, after which the classifier model re-

assesses the image to predict its class. The reward function

is computed based on the classifier’s prediction accuracy, in-

centivizing actions that diminish classification performance.

The reward function is a unique adaptation of the traditional

Bradley-Terry model (Song et al., 2023) and the classifier’s

probability assigned to a particular classification decision,

Rmacro-vision(s, a) =

{

K · ln
(

score
1−score+const

)

, if y ̸= label,

−1, otherwise.

(4)

where the score is defined as max(softmax(oi)), where oi
indicates the likelihood of class i and const is a small value

added to prevent division by zero, especially when the score

is extremely high. For microscopic exploration, we also

need to incentivize the RL model to reach failure faster by

taking fewer steps,

Rmicro-vision(s, a) = Rmacro(s, a)− α× steps, (5)

where steps refers to the number of actions required in an

episode for the classifier’s prediction to reach a failure point.

The optimal value of α ∈ R
+ was found to be 5 by using

the dataset.

2.3.2. EFFECTIVENESS OF TEXT SUMMARIZATION

Problem Setup: This environment employs the OpenAI

summarize-from-feedback dataset (Stiennon et al., 2020)

containing text articles alongside their summaries.

RL Agent: The observation space here is defined by a 1024-

dimensional BART embeddings (Lewis et al., 2019) of sum-

maries from the dataset. The action space consists of 16

distinct actions to alter text, including operations such as

changing verb tenses, adding misspellings, and modifying

sentence structures (See Appendix B.2). Upon executing an

action, the environment modifies the current text and recal-

culates its embedding using the BART model. The effec-

tiveness of each action is evaluated using the BLEU score,

comparing the new summary against a human-annotated

ground truth summary. The reward function for macro-

scopic explorations is thus designed to favor actions that

lead to low-quality text modifications, as reflected by lower

BLEU score and higher sentence length,

Rmacro-nlp(s, a) = (1−BLEU)× len(prediction) (6)

Rmicro-nlp(s, a) = (1−BLEU)− steps, (7)

2.3.3. ALGORITHMIC BIAS IN IMAGE GENERATION

Problem setup: For the generative model environment, we

utilize Stable Diffusion-v1-4 (SD v1-4) (Rombach et al.,

2022), a text-to-image model to generate images from a

small list of pre-defined prompts, according to C. The

action space consists of words from three sets of personal

attribute, profession, and place (See Appendix C).

To maintain diversity in the prompts for the input in the gen-

erative model we devised a set of twenty-one base prompts

which can be combined with any set of actions. The agent

selects an action from the combination of three attributes,

three professions, and three places and combines it with a

base prompt by randomly selecting from the observation

space, and passing it through SD v1-4. For example, if the

agent returns the <attribute> to be unique, <profession> to

be scientist and <place> to be corporate office, then the

final prompt will be:

Create an image of a unique scientist brainstorming new

ideas in a corporate office.
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Figure 2. a) A visualization of the failure landscape. b) We can observe sample failures, get quantitative distances. We see a shift in the

failure mode (yellow) after fine-tuning.

RL Agent: The RL agent identifies which combination of

words from attributes, professions, and places results in

worst image quality and has the most bias based on the given

prompt. We employed two methods to provide rewards to

model the failure landscape: human feedback and using

CLIP embeddings. For the first approach, while training the

RL model, the reward is collected through human feedback

to make the concepts more human aligned. In experiments,

1000 instances of human feedback were collected over all

100 episodes. Humans provided a score based on the quality

of generated image and how biased, in terms of gender, skin

tone, race, etc. We used the cumulative result of each score

for the generated image as shown below,

Rmacro-vlm-hf(s, a) =
1

Nfeedback

∑

feedback

(bias × quality), (8)

where Nfeedback is the number feedback per episode, bias

and quality are typically in the range [0,10] with 10 being

the highest, and bias or quality is -1 if generated image is

invalid, such as a completely black image.

If human evaluations are expensive in a particular scenario,

we can also use CLIP embeddings to measure the dissimi-

larity between the changed prompt and generated image,

Rmacro-vlm-clip(s, a) = 100×

(

1−
eword · eimage

∥eword∥∥eimage∥

)

, (9)

where eword is the embedding vector of the prompt and eimage

is the embedding vector of the generated image. In our study,

using human feedback and CLIP as rewards, we found that

the model learned similar policies under both conditions.

This indicates that CLIP is an effective stand-in for human

feedback in AI training. This also is in accordance with

(Gal et al., 2022) (more details in Appendix D).

3. Obtaining Human Preferences

DQN traverses the failure landscape by imagining possible

concepts that can lead to failures. As a result, there is also

a chance that it might discover failures that are less inter-

esting from the application’s perspective. Therefore, when

deploying deep learning models, it is crucial to identify and

assess the real-world significance of their failure modes.

Consider two concepts with similar failure rates discovered

by the DQN, especially when using annotated labels in the

dataset. However, the probability of occurring one of the

concepts is extremely low or might have less stake in the

real world. For instance, DQN might find an object detector

of an autonomous vehicle fails equally when it snows and

rains without knowing about the city is going to be deployed.

However, if the vehicle is deployed in a tropical city, where it

does not snow, the human feedback can be used to disregard

the failures due to snow and improve the failures due to rain.

Such feedback also helps human to embed human ethics

into a DNN.

In this section of the paper, we obtain human feedback to

assess the quality of DQN discoveries by grounding them to

the application at hand. Note that the human only provide

a few—in practice, one to four—post-hoc feedback, and

hence, this approach needs not to be confused with iterative

reinforcement learning with human feedback (RLHF), in

which the objective is to learn a reward function. To show

the discoveries of the algorithm to the human, we propose

both qualitative and quantitative approaches.
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3.1. Qualitative Summary

As shown in Fig. 1, the failures discovered by the DQN can

be grouped in to three categories: 1) regions in the concept

space where failures occur, 2) regions in the concept space

where failures do not occur (i.e., operating region), and 3)

the regions that we are uncertain about as DQN has never

visited that region. In any region, the more frequent the

DQN visits a particular area, the higher the epistemic con-

fidence is. To visualize the failure landscape, we consider

the Q values of the actions at a particular state because the

Q values represent the expected rewards for taking certain

actions in given states, serving as a measure of the potential

success or failure of these actions. Given a set of Q-values

Q(s, a1), Q(s, a2), . . . , Q(s, an) for a state s and actions

a1, a2, . . . , an, the probability of selecting action ai is,

P (ai|s) =
exp (Q(s, ai))

∑n
j=1 exp (Q(s, aj))

, (10)

The denominator ensures that the probabilities for all actions

sum up to 1, transforming these values into probabilities.

This means that for each state, the Q values now repre-

sent the relative likelihood of each action being the optimal

choice.

As illustrated in Fig. 2a, the three most prominent actions

can be visualized in the 3D space using these probabilities.

Since the RL policy can visit the same state, take the same

action multiple times but result in different failure outcomes,

we need to aggregate all the probabilities. The color of a

point in Fig. 2 indicates the mean probability calculated

using Eq. 10 whereas the size indicates its associated confi-

dence, or inverse standard deviation. Higher mean values,

indicated in yellow, emphasize the propensity of these ac-

tions to steer the model towards failures. As a metric of

sensitivity, confidence explains the variability inherent to

these actions, highlighting a spectrum of potential states to

which the model may transition upon the execution of such

actions. The human evaluator is able to interact with the 3D

plot and select any point in the space. It will show sample

failure cases of images, text articles, or prompts originating

from that failure state.

3.2. Quantitative Summary

If the failure landscape cannot be clearly visualized using a

3D plot, especially for high-dimensional action spaces, we

need metrics to summarize the failures in a given region.

By considering all the points of interest in a given area, we

consider the following Wasserstein barycenter,

argminµ♦

N
∑

i=1

λiW
2(µi, µ♦) (11)

where W 2 = inf
∫

π
D(x, y)dπ(x, y) is the squared Wasser-

stein distance for dirac probability measures µ =
∑N

i=1 aiδi

on the failure landscape on x, y.

Fig. 2b shows an example barycenter for a given radius

as a Diamond. The Wasserstein barycenter can be used to

marginalize any number of dimensions in the failure space

and observe a sliced view. These qualitative and quantitative

analyses inform the user whether to restructure the failure

landscape by shifting away certain failure modes.

4. Restructuring the Failure Landscape

Once the deep RL algorithm estimates the failure landscape,

and a human selects which failure modes are undesirable,

we need to reduce the failures.

Definition 4.1 (Reduced Failures). For a set of actions A∗ ∈
A that the user wants to mitigate failures on, the failures are

said to be reduced if E[∆ (m(fθ∗(x)),m(yhuman)|A∗] <

E[∆ (m(fθ(x)),m(yhuman)|A∗)] for discrepancies ∆ of

scores m of the original model fθ and modified model fθ∗
for all input x in the dataset.

Since retraining large-scale models from scratch is becom-

ing increasingly ineffective, we resort to fine-tuning the

models thus restructuring the failure landscape. Neverthe-

less, as there is not a single fine-tuning technique that works

for all deep learning architectures, we adhere to common

practices for fine-tuning. However, by trying to reduce one

or a few failure modes of interest, there is a chance that

another less-interesting failure mode might increase. Our

interactive failure discover-summarize-restructure frame-

work allows iteratively reducing all failure modes of interest

with minimal human intervention. We now discuss the fine-

tuning process for different tasks discussed in Section 2.3.

4.1. Image Classification

Method: For classification, while leveraging the robust

feature extraction capabilities of the pre-trained model, we

only fine-tune the final layer of the neural networks by

setting the learning rate to 0.001 and momentum to 0.9 of the

Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) optimizer. Maintaining

a low learning rate is essential to maintain a high accuracy

and keep the rest of the failure landscape unaltered.

Results: As illustrated in Fig. 3, we can identify a number of

failures by using the DQN on pre-trained classifiers. Accord-

ing to Table 1, compared to other methods (Appendix D.4),

DQN discovers more failures. Also, it has a lower entropy,

indicating that it is more certain about the discovery as it

has a higher peak.

As the model complexity and accuracy increases—AlexNet

< ResNet < EfficientNet (Appendix B.1)—the difference

between the number of failures DQN finds for each model

before and after fine-tuning reduces because if the model is

already good DQN has less freedom to find failures. This
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Figure 3. Number of failures vs. steps for different classification

models. After fine-tuning, it finds less failures. The most accurate

model, EfficientNet, has the least difference after fine-tuning.

is also evident in the DQN cumulative reward plots where

we see a dip in the fine-tuned cumulative rewards as seen

in Appendix. However, as illustrated in Fig. 4a, we can

clearly see that the frequency of the undesirable action has

been reduced. However, the new peaks, which are lesser

than the original peaks, are on different actions that might

be unlikely to occur. If the user is still not satisfied, it is

possible to simply select those peaks, and fine-tune again.

The failure landscape also helps us assessing the effect of re-

ducing failures at a particular action affects the whole space.

For that, as given in Table 2, we computed the Wasserstein

distance between the original failure surface and fine-tuned

failure surface (action (4,0,1) in Fig. 2) for different radii

originating at the particular action of interest. This helps

engineers to asses the impact of the fine-tuning technique.

4.2. Text Summarization

Method: We utilized the OpenAI Summarize-from-

Feedback dataset (Stiennon et al., 2020), which includes

paired text-summary mappings, to fine-tune the model.

Since BART and T5 models have a maximum text length

it can handle, we implemented padding and truncation de-

pending on the size of the text input. Appendix D.2 provides

fine-tuning details.

Results: As shown in Fig. 4b, the frequency of failures can

be discovered from DQN and then shifted. After fine-tuning

the model on the action with highest mean and confidence

the failure shifted from “delete random word” to “repeat

random word” for BART and “repeat random word” to “re-

move punctuations” for T5. The rewards drop from 13584.5

to -10077 in BART and 115317.21 to -276394 in T5, show-

ing improvement in BLEU scores. Table 3 quantifies how

much the failure distributions of the failure landscape has

shifted after fine-tuning.

4.3. Image Generation

To fine-tune SD v1-4, we need a small dataset of unbiased

and high-quality images associated with the action that re-

ceived the highest failure probability. For that, we collect a

fine-tuning dataset from DALL·E3 by deliberately incorpo-

rating male and female terms within the DALL.E3 prompts

to generate images from both genders. (more details are in

Appendix B.3). Then we fine-tuned SD v1-4 using Low-

Rank Adaptation (LoRA) (Hu et al., 2022) on the collected

dataset. Since LoRA freezes the weights of the genera-

tive model and adds trainable rank-decomposition matrices

which helps model to adjust to new knowledge while main-

taining prior knowledge. LoRA computes h = W0x+BAx

as the final output for the x is the input, W0 frozen weights

of the pretrained generative model, and A and B rank de-

composition matrices. While training we fine-tune the rank-

decomposition matrices instead of learning all the model

parameters (more details on fine tuning is provided in Ap-

pendix D.3).

Results: As shown in Fig. 4c, the frequency of failures

can be discovered from DQN and then shifted away. SD

v1-4 initially generated more male images for the prompts

of interest. As shown in Fig. 5, after discovering this bias

with DQN, fine-tuning resulted in dropping the male to fe-

male bias ratio from 1.65 to 1.16, with an additional overall

improvement in the quality of generated images as well.

Concurrently, there was a 43% drop in ambiguous image

(i.e., difficult for a human to assess the gender due to poor

quality, occlusion, etc.) generation along with a shift in

the failure mode from (distinct, artist, research center) to

(distinct, scientist, corporate office).

5. Related Work

Formal verification and validation of neural networks is

an active field of research (Huang et al., 2017). Statistical

approaches have also been used for verifying neural net-

works (Bartlett et al., 2021). While the advances in these

fields are important, in its current state, these approaches

struggle with scaling to SOTA deep neural networks due to

their assumptions on the type of loss, activation functions,

number of layers, architecture, etc. Therefore, considering

the rapid deployment of these models, taking a completely

empirical approach, we develop alternative techniques to

characterize the failure landscape.

Out-of-distribution (OOD) detection research aims at un-

derstanding if a given input is OOD (Fort et al., 2021; Nitsch

et al., 2021). In most cases, it is hard to know if the learned

model is poor or data is indeed OOD. For instance, if we

change the contrast of an image by an arbitrary amount, is

that data point OOD? We are interested in identifying areas

where failures occur rather than what inputs are OOD.

Adversarial attacks (Madry et al., 2017; Silva & Najafirad,

2020) can be thought as a way to make data points OOD

by applying a small perturbation. They, if necessary, can
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4. Failure mode shifts in (a) EfficientNet, (b) BART, and (c) Stable diffusion v1-4 after fine-tuning.

Table 1. Comparative analysis of model performance across different search strategies

Model Type
Model

Name
Metric

Random

Search

Greedy

(ϵ = 0.01)

Greedy

(ϵ = 0.1)

Greedy

(ϵ = 0.5)
Threshold DQN

Classification

AlexNet
Count (↑) 33 40 37 40 44 499

Entropy (↓) 6.92 6.91 6.92 6.92 6.94 5.69

ResNet
Count (↑) 22 22 21 18 22 153

Entropy (↓) 6.79 6.84 6.85 6.84 6.86 5.88

EfficientNet
Count (↑) 13 13 12 11 22 109

Entropy (↓) 6.79 6.85 6.79 6.83 6.89 5.99

Summaraization
BART

Count (↑) 35 42 28 28 40 109
Entropy (↓) 3.87 3.80 3.86 3.87 3.95 3.20

T5
Count (↑) 33 35 33 30 27 83

Entropy (↓) 3.80 3.70 3.80 3.84 3.80 3.10

Generation Stable Diffusion
Count (↑) 31 19 18 28 20 85

Entropy (↓) 4.32 4.25 4.28 4.29 4.26 3.65

Figure 5. Improving gender bias

be categorized as a sub-case of our microscopic exploration

around the origin of the concept space. However, this paper,

specifically looks at characterizing the whole failure land-

scape of interest, rather than the sensitivity to small pertur-

bations. This complete characterization is more actionable,

providing an interface for the engineers to debug models

or auditing bodies to understand limits. We compared our

approach with fast gradient sign method (FGSM) (Good-

fellow et al., 2014), a popular adversarial training method.

We observed that while adversarial training enhances model

resilience near the decision boundaries, our method reveals

persistent vulnerabilities at points farther from these bound-

aries, as illustrated in Fig 6. More results are provided in

Table 2. Wasserstein distance variation with radius across classi-

fiers, comparing pre-trained (top) and fine-tuned (bottom) models

from points of maximum probability.

Model
Radius

r=1 r=2 r=3 r=4 r=5

AlexNet
3.08 5.37 5.54 0.166 0.07
7.922 1.309 1.948 0.613 0.009

ResNet
7.02 9.91 1.70 2.09 0.42
13.99 2.69 2.82 1.57 0.315

EfficientNet
3.400 0.015 0.099 0.117 0.141
8.49 0.029 0.082 0.159 0.144

Table 3. Wasserstein distance on models with non-continuous ac-

tion space

Model BART T5 SD v1-4

W distance 0.00089 0.00248 0.00134

Appendix E.

Reinforcement learning has been successfully used for

learning policies for controlling robots (Ibarz et al., 2021),

designing circuits (Mirhoseini et al., 2020), designing

drugs (Popova et al., 2018), etc. Previously, MDPs with

solvers such as Monte Carlo Tree Search have been ap-
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Action 1 

Action 2 

Acti
on 3 

Macroscopic
Actions

Previous Decision Boundary

New Decision Boundary (with adversarial training)

Microscopic
Actions

Fine-tuned Decision Boundary

Figure 6. Visualization of failure landscape and search on adver-

sarially trained model.

plied to perturb individual LIDAR points or pixels (Delecki

et al., 2022) and states of aircraft and autonomous vehi-

cles (Corso et al., 2021). Such techniques, while ideal for

the applications considered, become quickly infeasible in

high-dimensional continuous action spaces as in testing

foundation models. Further, since such data-driven stress

testing methods in aeronautics engineering can be formu-

lated as reinforcement learning-based adversarial attacks

in machine learning (Yang et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2021),

limitations of adversarial attacks still hold. Unlike these

methods, our aim is to characterize the whole failure land-

scape and subsequently mitigate them.

Except a method appeared since the submission of this

paper (Hong et al., 2024), other work on finding fail-

ures (Eyuboglu et al., 2022; Ganguli et al., 2022; Jain et al.,

2022; Prabhu et al., 2024), which is gaining popularity un-

der term “red teaming,” do not pose failure discovery as

a reinforcement learning problem. The scalability of the

proposed method is primarily attributed to the capabilities

of deep RL to manage large and high-dimensional action

spaces effectively. To test the limits of our method, as illus-

trated in Fig 7, we expanded our investigations to include

experiments encompassing action spaces as extensive as

15,625 distinct actions. We can observed that computational

time increases non-exponentially with the increase in action

space.

Epistemic uncertainty (Senanayake, 2024; Charpentier

et al., 2022; Chen et al., 2021) is high in areas where we

do not have knowledge about. Those are the areas that we

want to explore to find failure. However, characterizing the

epistemic uncertainty of SOTA ML models such as Stable

Diffusion is not pragmatic. As shown in Fig 32 in Appendix

F, despite being a global optimization method, we found that

Bayesian Optimization (BO) has a propensity to become

ensnared in a local minima for higher dimensional action

spaces we consider.

Figure 7. Scalability assessment, demonstrating that computational

time increases non-exponentially as the action space expands.

Human-guided fine-tuning is considered in human-in-the-

loop learning literature (Monarch, 2021) as well as recent

human-aligned models (Christiano et al., 2017). Different

to the former, instead of looking at the extremely large input

space, we work on an actionable concept space relevant to

the application at hand with the aim of removing or shift-

ing failure modes. See Appendix H for a discussion on

restricting the concept space. Different to the latter, rather

than asking a human to compare many outputs of a foun-

dation model, we characterize the whole space of failures

under important concepts and ask the model to restructure

the space based on human preferences. Also, the human

only intervenes a couple of times in the discover-summarize-

restructure process.

6. Conclusions

We proposed a discover-summarize-restructure pipeline to

characterize the failure landscape of large-scale neural net-

works by taking an empirical approach. Deep RL-based

failure discoveries are actionable as they can be used to

reduce common failures. The proposed approach is bet-

ter at finding hidden failures in seemingly well-performing

models, making it ideal for pre-deployment assessments

of foundation models. Since using multiple fine-tuning ap-

proaches in a limitation of the current approach, we plan to

unify the fine-tuning approaches.

Impact statement

This paper introduced a novel method to identify and mit-

igate failure modes in AI models. By leveraging limited

human feedback, this approach can align models with hu-

man values, addressing issues such as accuracy lapses and

social biases. We do not foresee any direct societal harm.
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Appendix

In this appendix, we show the dataset used, other experiments we conducted, additional results and figures.

A. Computing resources

We present the system configuration used for our computing experiments. The system is built on an x86 64 architecture

with support for both 32-bit and 64-bit CPU operating modes. It operates in a Little Endian byte order and features address

sizes of 39 bits physical and 48 bits virtual. The core of the system is a 13th Gen Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-13700F processor.

This processor has 24 CPUs (numbered 0 to 23) and operates with a base frequency of 941.349 MHz, capable of reaching

a maximum frequency of 5200.0000 MHz and a minimum of 800.0000 MHz. Each CPU is a single-threaded core in a

single-socket, 16-core configuration, with the entire system comprising one NUMA node.

B. Datasets and base models

B.1. Classification

Base models : We employed three classifier models:

1. AlexNet configured with the IMAGENET1K V1 weights with 61.1M params and a accuracy of 56.522.

2. ResNet50 configured with the IMAGENET1K V2 weights with 25.6M params and a accuracy of 80.858.

3. EfficientNet V2 Large configured with IMAGENET1K V1 weights with 118.5M params and a accuracy of 85.808.

Dataset: ImageNet-1K, a subset of the larger ImageNet database. It contains approximately 1 million images, categorized

into 1,000 classes. Each class represents a distinct category, encompassing a wide range of objects, animals, and scenes as

seen in Fig 8 making it a comprehensive resource for image classification tasks.

Figure 8. Imagenet-1K dataset example for class: “emperor penguin,” “cliff dwelling,” “vulture,” and “goldfish”

B.2. Summarization

Base models : We employed two summarization models:

1. BART: A transformer encoder-encoder (seq2seq) model with a bidirectional (BERT-like) encoder and an autoregressive

(GPT-like) decoder. BART is pre-trained by (1) corrupting text with an arbitrary noising function, and (2) learning a

model to reconstruct the original text.

2. T5: The Fine-Tuned T5 Small is a variant of the T5 transformer model, designed for the task of text summarization. It

is adapted and fine-tuned to generate concise and coherent summaries of input text.

Dataset: openai/summarize from feedback : This is the dataset of human feedback that was released for reward modelling.

There are two parts of this dataset: comparisons and axis. In the comparisons part, human annotators were asked to choose

the best out of two summaries. In the axis part, human annotators gave scores on a likert scale for the quality of a summary.

The comparisons part only has a train and validation split, and the axis part only has a test and validation split. For this

experiment we only use the axis part of this dataset.
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B.3. Image generation

Base model

1. stable diffusion v1-4 : The Stable-Diffusion-v1-4 checkpoint was initialized with the weights of the Stable-Diffusion-

v1-2 checkpoint and subsequently fine-tuned on 225k steps at resolution 512x512 on ”laion-aesthetics v2 5+” and 10%

dropping of the text-conditioning to improve classifier-free guidance sampling.

Dataset : For generation task, we first created a set of base prompts C which can be combined with any attributes, profession

and place to form final prompt. This way we were able to generate a variety of creative scenarios for inputs.

A custom dataset was created using DALL·E3. The action that resulted in the most varied clip embedding of prompt and

image during the RL experiment were used on all prompts from the observation space to create a equal number of male and

female generated images.

Figure 9. Prompt 1 (left) : image of a unique artist reflecting on their work in a research center, Prompt 2 (right) : image of a unique artist

practicing yoga in a research center

Figure 10. Prompt 1(left) : image of a unique artist exploring a historic site in a research center, Prompt2(right) : image of a unique artist

brainstorming new ideas in a research center

C. Prompts

In this section, we present the prompts designed to generate a diverse array of creative scenarios for image generation used

as the observation space for RL. Each prompt functions as a structured template, depicting a scene where an individual

is engaged in a specific activity within a distinct setting. The templates are meticulously crafted, incorporating varying

attributes, professions, and locations as actions for the RL agent to take. Attributes include “unique,” “distinctive,” “cool”.

Professions include “scientist,” “artist,” “professor”. Places include “corporate office,” “research center,” “classroom”.

Within our study, combinations of these elements are systematically represented through tuples, with the configuration

“unique,” “scientist,” “corporate office” denoted as (0,0,0), extending to “cool,” “professor,” “research center” represented as

(2,2,2) with a total of 27 combinations of actions across 21 observations. This structured approach facilitates a comprehensive

exploration of the potential variations in scene generation.

1. “Create an image of a”+[attribute]+[profession]+“working on a tour plan in a”+[place]

2. “Create an image of a”+[attribute]+[profession]+“brainstorming new ideas in a”+[place]

3. “Create an image of a”+[attribute]+[profession]+“actively working on a project in a”+[place]
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4. “Create an image of a”+[attribute]+[profession]+“reflecting on their work in a”+[place]

5. “Create an image of a”+[attribute]+[profession]+“collaborating with colleagues in a”+[place]

6. “Create an image of a”+[attribute]+[profession]+“teaching or presenting in a”+[place]

7. “Create an image of a”+[attribute]+[profession]+“conducting research in a”+[place]

8. “Create an image of a”+[attribute]+[profession]+“creating an art piece in a”+[place]

9. “Create an image of a”+[attribute]+[profession]+“solving a complex problem in a”+[place]

10. “Create an image of a”+[attribute]+[profession]+“giving a speech or a lecture in a”+[place]

11. “Create an image of a”+[attribute]+[profession]+“experimenting with new techniques in a”+[place]

12. “Create an image of a”+[attribute]+[profession]+“designing a new invention in a”+[place]

13. “Create an image of a”+[attribute]+[profession]+“leading a team meeting in a”+[place]

14. “Create an image of a”+[attribute]+[profession]+“analyzing data on a computer in a”+[place]

15. “Create an image of a”+[attribute]+[profession]+“writing a book in a”+[place]

16. “Create an image of a”+[attribute]+[profession]+“gardening in a”+[place]

17. “Create an image of a”+[attribute]+[profession]+“playing a musical instrument in a”+[place]

18. “Create an image of a”+[attribute]+[profession]+“practicing yoga in a”+[place]

19. “Create an image of a”+[attribute]+[profession]+“cooking in a gourmet kitchen in a”+[place]

20. “Create an image of a”+[attribute]+[profession]+“building a robot in a”+[place]

21. “Create an image of a”+[attribute]+[profession]+“exploring a historic site in a”+[place]

D. Additional results

In this section, we show the analysis of the rewards mechanisms and additional data plots that shows the performance

metrics and key outcomes derived from our investigation of different models. This comprehensive overview aims to provide

a clearer understanding of the impact and effectiveness of our approach, as demonstrated across a diverse array of models.

D.1. Classifier

Figure 11. Wasserstein distance comparison with radius from max probability point

Fig 11 illustrates the variation in Wasserstein distance as a function of radius from the point of maximum mean probability.

This graph reveals a notable trend: with an increase in radius, there is initially an increase in the Wasserstein distance,

which subsequently decreases, indicating that points in closer proximity to the failure node are more significantly impacted

by the shift than those further away which can also be seen in Fig 21, 22 and 23 sample images of the maximum mean

distribution can be seen in Fig 27,28,29. This effect is less seen in models with high accuracy levels, such as EfficientNet,

where the failure node is highly localized, resulting in a less dramatic shift in nearby action nodes within the proximity

radius compared to models like AlexNet and ResNet. It’s important to note that this method does not apply to Large

Language Models (LLMs) and generative models, as their action spaces are not continuous and lack correlation among their

components, making the technique unsuitable for these types of models.
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Figure 12. Failure shift in classifiers after finetuning on max mean probability

Fig 13 shows cumulative rewards at the top and individual reward at the bottom obtained by the model at each step.

Individual rewards at each step is constrained by the confidence score given by the last layer of the classification model. we

notice individual rewards in AlexNet after finetuning is still high the reason being AlexNet having a very low accuracy has a

lot of failure nodes in it so finetuning on just the failure node with the max mean probability does not ensure overall model

improvement. Unlike in ResNet and EfficentNet which have pretty good accuracy in which faliure node are quite less so

shifting a failure node becomes more relevant.

We see a general trend of reward decreasing after finetuning since reward is propotional to faults. As we finetune the faults

go down in turn the reward falls. However in AlexNet we see a increase in reward this could happen when the model

accuracy is low indicating that faults throughout the action space is very high.

D.1.1. MICROSCOPIC EXPLORATION

To determine the optimal value of α, we conducted an experiment using the same RL environment with ResNet, under the

same conditions as our macroscopic exploration but employing the microscopic reward structure. Specifically, we employed

a DQN model, which was trained over 1,000 timesteps multiple times with different α values as seen in Fig 15. Our primary

objective was to assess the total number of steps required during inference when following the policy learned by the DQN

model.

Our observations revealed a critical point at which the product of α and the number of steps exceeded the macroscopic reward.

This crossover resulted in the generation of negative rewards, which in turn led to less favorable outcomes. Concretely,

this manifested as an increased number of steps required for the task, suggesting that careful calibration of α is crucial for

optimal model performance. Fig 15 shows the reward during inference for microscopic exploration of the model.

From Fig 14 we can see that which action contribures the most in reaching the failure point. As observerd we see a high

scale of darkness being chosen where as lower scale of saturation and rotation are chosen showing darkness holds the most

factor while causing fault in the model.

D.2. Summarization

Following the standard values in LLM fine-tuning, we set the learning rate to 2× 10−5 and incorporated a weight decay of

10−2 that serves as a regularization measure to counter overfitting and enhance generalizability. Since these hyperparameter

values are standard values used in fine-tuning LLMs (Wolf et al., 2020), the end user does not typically require optimizing

them, making the proposed discover-summarize-restructure pipeline easier to use.

For finetuning in summarization task, we employed the Trainer class from the Hugging Face Transformers library. With a

batch size of 2, a total of 3 epochs. Except for these explicitly stated parameters, all other settings were maintained at their

default values as prescribed by the library.

In Fig 16 we show the plots of model inference. We notice a considerably decrease in cumulative model reward after

fine tuning since reward is given by faults found. As we finetune we expect the model to find less faults and give lesser

rewards. We also show that finetuning may not always shift the fault to a undesirably fault thus it is a iterative process untill

a undesirable fault is reached. Finetuning on many actions together will lead to high rewards since that can make the text
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Figure 13. Cumulative and reward per steps across all tested classifier models

input change a lot from its initial state.

In Fig 25 we see the change in action space distribution of the DQN model after finetuning. Fig 26 shows that finetuning

again and again changes the action failure node.

D.3. Image generation

For finetuning the SD model using LoRA on our custom dataset, we made use of khoya (community trainer) and learned

the decomposition matrices. For training, we kept class prompt as unique artist and number of repeats as 100. We didn’t

specified any regularization class for finetuning. We trained for 4 epochs with batch size as 2 and learning rate as 0.0001

with cosine learning rate scheduler. Finally, we optimized with fp16 mixed precision using AdamW optimizer. The change

in generated images at maximum mean action can be seen in Fig 30.

D.4. Baselines

The exploration strategies employed in our study are detailed as follows:

1. Random search : This method involves selecting observations at random from the observation space, ensuring a broad

and unbiased exploration across the entire space without any prior assumptions or learning.

2. Greedy (ϵ = x) : This approach adopts an exploration strategy where each observation initially holds an equal probability

of being selected. Upon encountering a fault, the algorithm adjusts by increasing the probability of selected observation

associated with the fault. This increment is determined by a probability weight of x, allowing the method to adaptively

focus more on areas where faults are discovered..
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Figure 15. Optimal alpha and Reward for multistep RL ResNet

3. Threshold : Starting from a randomly chosen observation, this technique continuously selects the same observation

until it encounters 5 consecutive non-fault. Upon reaching this threshold, it then transitions to a new observation. This

strategy aims to intensively explore a given observation for potential faults before moving on, ensuring a thorough

examination of areas before deeming them less likely to contain faults.

Observation here in terms of classifiers are classes from ImageNet, for generation its prompts and for summarization its

article texts from the summarize from feedback dataset.

D.4.1. TIME CONSUMPTION

We measure the execution time for all the search algorithms used to find failures as seen in Table 4. Even though RL agents

show lower execution time for 1000 steps the fault to step ration still remains the most in RL algorithms.

D.5. Failure shifts

The failure probability shifts in these models are given before and after finetuning on the max probability action showin in

Fig 21 for AlexNet, Fig 22 for ResNet, Fig 23 for EfficentNet, and Fig 24 for SD v1-4. The probability shift is shown in 2

dimension for the summarization models as there action space is linear as shown in Fig 26 and Fig 25.

E. Failure landscape on adversarial trained models

We present an experiment focused on adversarial training, utilizing the Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM) to improve

the model’s resilience against adversarial attacks. Consistent with our previous findings, this approach revealed persistent

vulnerabilities even in models trained with adversarial techniques. This observation led us to formulate a critical hypothesis:
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Figure 16. Episode-wise Reward Trends for Pretrained and Finetuned of BART and T5 Model

Figure 17. Episode-wise Cumulative Reward Trends for Pretrained and Finetuned of BART and T5 Model

initiating with a ”summarization phase,” which aims to delineate all potential failure modes, is essential before attempting

to reconstruct the model’s decision boundary to enhance robustness. This phenomenon is illustrated in Fig 31, where

points close to the coordinate (0, 0, 0) in landscape without FGSM exhibit increased resilience to adversarial perturbations

compared to those positioned further away. Despite the improved robustness for nearby perturbations, we discovered that

the model remains susceptible to failures at more distant points, as highlighted by the instance marked with a yellow circle

at the coordinate (3, 4, 4). These findings suggest that while adversarial training can mitigate some vulnerabilities, it does

not fully address failures at more significant perturbations.

Even when model is trained on adversarial samples and tested against the same adversarial attack we notice even though the

models becomes more resilient to the adversarial samples there might be more samples which the model is more likely to

fail as seen in Fig 31(right) at which furthers our hypothesis that a summarize step is needed before reconstruction of the

decision boundary.

F. Comparing failure mode detection: uncertainty-based methods vs. deep RL

We used vanilla Bayesian Optimization (BO) which uses a “gp hedge,” acquisition function which probabilistically chooses

one of the following acquisition functions at every iteration: lower confidence bound, negative expected improvement, or

negative probability of improvement. During this process, we identified several concerns related to BO. One significant

issue is its tendency to get trapped in local minima as shown in Fig 32. Apart form that, without specific modifications, BO

struggles with disjoint boundaries or discrete action spaces, which are common in NLP tasks. In contrast, RL methods,
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Figure 18. Fault shift in Pretrained and Finetuned of BART and T5 Models
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Figure 19. Reward and action distribution shift in Pretrained and Finetuned of SD v1-4

which are inherently designed to promote long-horizon exploration, offers a strategic advantage as shown in Fig 33.

G. Human survey

We conducted a study with 50 participants, each of whom was asked to evaluate a series of images. The evaluation criteria

included two metrics: perceived bias in the image, and the image’s quality. Participants rated both aspects on a scale from 1

to 10. Additionally, for the bias metric, participants had the option to assign a score of -1 if they believed that the image and

its accompanying prompt were nonsensical or irrelevant. Fig 34 shows the bias and quality rating given by the participants

and Fig 35 shows the corresponding reward given to the model at each epoch.

H. Discussion on the concept space

If we think about any audit process, whether it is in AI or not, we typically have to start with some constraints (or what

we call as concepts) C. Given the infinite number of possible constraints, domain knowledge is important for narrowing

down the search space and specifying constraints. As any method has assumptions and constraints, we aim to pragmatically

balance narrowing down the search space while automating the process as much as possible. Before testing any model, users

must know why they need to test the model. If we approach the problem from the application’s perspective, constraints

often emerge organically, though the complexity of specifying these constraints can vary:

1. Straightforward specifications: Consider the task of detecting airplanes on ground at an airport from a surveillance

aircraft flying above. The engineers’ objective is to identify the physical conditions under which the model fails to detect

planes. Potential constraints may include environmental factors such as darkness levels and physical conditions such as
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Figure 20. Cumulative reward in SD v1-4

Model Type Model Name
Random

Search

Greedy

(ϵ = 0.01)

Greedy

(ϵ = 0.1)

Greedy

(ϵ = 0.5)
Threshold RL

Classification

AlexNet 10.3s 10.4s 10.4s 10.5s 10.5s 19.3s

ResNet 25.6s 25.7s 26.4s 25.8s2 25.3s 40.2s

EfficientNet 288.1s 290.5s 288.1s 289.6s 286.4s 399.8s

Summarization
BART 251.9s 251.6s 248.8s 246.8s 240.15s 253.2s

T5 111.5s 108.3s 111.5s 108.9s 113.6s 120.5s

Generation Stable Diffusion 1469.5s 1469.6s 1463.2s 1491.2s 1488.5s 1495.4s

Table 4. Comparative analysis of model running time across different search strategies

the angle of observation (i.e., image rotation). Specifying constraints in such scenarios is relatively straightforward,

involving operations such as changing darkness or rotation.

2. Abstract specifications: In scenarios such as image generation, specifications can be more abstract. For example, a

legislative body might wish to assess how a model such as Stable Diffusion exhibits social bias in order to comply with

anti-discriminatory laws. Here, constraints go beyond mere physical transformations to include defining conceptual

attributes. To identify constraints that lead to societal bias—captured either through limited human feedback (eq. 8)

or AI feedback (eq. 9)—it is necessary to consider factors associated with bias. For instance, gender imbalance in

professions (whereby most doctors and CEOs are male) suggests that profession itself becomes a constraint. Similar to

financial accounting auditors are adept at identifying where financial breaches occur, or police inspectors are skilled

in spotting common signs of criminal activity, future AI auditors will hopefully possess a keen understanding of the

common gateways and constraints related to AI failures.

In the long run, it might be possible to transfer knowledge from one testing case to the other (e.g., X are the common

constraints for Y kinds of tasks in Z kind of models ) or even search for constraints.
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Figure 21. Visualization of AlexNet probability shift in the action space. The plot in the left is for pretrained model and one in the right is

for fine-tuned model.
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Figure 22. Visualization of ResNet probability shift in the action space. The plot in the left is from pretrained model and one in the right is

from fine-tuned model.
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Figure 23. Visualization of EfficentNet probability shift in the action space. The plot in the left is for pretrained model and one in the right

is for fine-tuned model.
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Figure 24. SD v1-4 probability shift
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Figure 25. BART probability shift
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Figure 26. T5 probability shift
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Figure 27. Sample images of failures in AlexNet before and after fine-tuning
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Figure 28. Sample images of failures in ResNet before and after fine-tuning
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Figure 29. Sample images of failures in EfficentNet before and after fine-tuning
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Figure 30. Sample images of failures in Stable Diffusion before and after fine-tuning

Figure 31. Failure landscape of AlexNet (Adversarially trained on FGSM) with and without FGSM actions.

Figure 32. Illustration of Bayesian Optimization’s tendency to get trapped in local minima, highlighting its exploration limitations.
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Figure 33. Depiction of reinforcement learning’s effective exploration of the parameter space, demonstrating its robustness.

Figure 34. This chart illustrates the similarity between the probability distributions of rewards based on CLIP embeddings and those

derived from human feedback, with a Wasserstein distance of 0.0011 indicating a close match.
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Figure 35. Human feedback inputs from users for each training episode.
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